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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper Y101/01 series overview
Y101 is one of thirteen units for the revised A Level examination for GCE History. This unit tests an
extended period of History of about fifty years through an Enquiry or source-based option and an essay.
The paper is divided into two sections. In Section A candidates have to answer a compulsory source
question based on four written primary sources. The question requires them to use all four sources to
assess the validity of a view. In Section B candidates are required to answer one essay question from a
choice of two.
To do well on Section A, candidates need to be able to consider both provenance of the sources and
apply contextual knowledge to them in order to reach a judgement about the sources in relation to the
issue in the question.
To do well on Section B, candidates need to address the issue in the question, using detailed supporting
knowledge. In order to reach the higher levels candidates will need to assess the issues they discuss
and reach a supported judgement at least in the conclusion.
Overview of candidate performance
Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

considered the provenance of the source(s) and used relevant contextual knowledge.
linked the contextual knowledge clearly to the source being discussed to show whether the
view of the source was valid or not
reached an overall judgement as to the extent to which the sources supported the view in the
question
in answering the essay question, discussed at least two issues in depth
gave supporting detail that was both accurate and relevant to the question set, not just the
topic
reached a supported judgement about the issue in the question
made a series of interim judgements about the issues discussed in relation to the question.

Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

did not consider both the provenance and use contextual knowledge to evaluate the sources
wrote an unbalanced answer in their treatment of the sources, with very little consideration of
one of the sources
reached a judgement based on their knowledge rather than the sources
showed a poor understanding of the major issues relevant to the essay
were unable to support their answer with relevant material
did not focus on the precise wording of the question
made unsupported comments about issues which were assertions.
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Section A overview
Section A is the source element of this paper and the A Level examination, testing AO2. It is therefore
important that responses are driven by the sources as this is the only part of the examination where this
is tested. There is one compulsory question in this section. The question requires candidates to use all
four sources to assess how far they support a view. Candidates are advised to spend slightly longer on
Section A as it carries more marks than Section B. Centres should be aware that in answering the
question there is no requirement for candidates to group the sources and that any level or mark can be
achieved without this. However, candidates do need to consider all four sources and in order to reach
the higher levels should assess the provenance of each source and test the validity of the source using
contextual knowledge. In order to reach the highest levels there should be clear evidence of a judgement
about the sources, based on an assessment of their provenance and the use of contextual knowledge,
and the extent to which they support the view.
Answers in the higher levels evaluated the sources provided using contextual knowledge and comments
on provenance. Source C was most effectively evaluated, with knowledge of Asser and his career
proving to be quite well known. Indeed, answers in the middle levels usually handled this source better
than any of the others. Answers in the lower levels were focused on explaining source content with only
brief and often underdeveloped references to contextual knowledge or provenance (and rarely both).

Question 1

In general, candidates were able to engage with all four sources: knowledge of Asser (Source C) in
particular was good, as might be expected, with many candidates identifying him as one of the scholars
who worked closely with King Alfred (mentioned in the source) and some contextualising his support for
the king by referring to his goal of persuading the Welsh to look favourably on his overlordship.
Candidates’ understanding of Gregory the Great’s Pastoral Care was mixed; those who were unsure of
its purpose found it difficult to evaluate Source B effectively, while those who knew that it was intended
to be used by bishops and priests as a handbook for undertaking their pastoral responsibilities were able
to recognise the significance of Alfred’s translation of it in the context of the question. This viewpoint was
supported by the reference in the text itself to young men who may wish to ‘advance to the priesthood’.
Some candidates interpreted the content of Source B more broadly as evidence of the commonly held
perception of the instability of the country during Alfred’s reign as God’s punishment for impiety (and the
Vikings as the ‘rod of God’s wrath’). This provided a link to Source A, in which this perception features
more prominently through the link between Alfred’s constant attention to ‘religious matters’ and the
‘onslaught of the Vikings’. Contextual knowledge of Fulco – beyond his possible role in providing Alfred
with the monk Grimbald – was less developed, but knowledge of William of Malmesbury was generally
sound. Some candidates dismissed his testimony on the basis of its late date of composition; others took
a more measured approach by recognising the impact of the Norman Conquest on his vision of the past,
preferring to see the reign of Alfred and his successors as something of a golden age before the Norman
takeover and the imposition of oppressive, foreign rule. Candidates who performed well used knowledge
and provenance to evaluate the views in the sources; judgements were provided throughout, with an
informed judgement at the end that was focused on the question. Answers in the lower levels either
explained the content or included less developed knowledge or provenance (but usually not both).
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Exemplar 1
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In this extract from a response, the lack of detailed knowledge surrounding the provenance of Source A
(Fulco) is highlighted, as well as candidates’ interpretation of the Vikings as a ‘scourge from God’.
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Section B overview
In Section B candidates are required to answer one question from a choice of two. Given that most
candidates are likely to spend longer on Section A than B it is not expected that they will be able to cover
all the issues raised by the question. Candidates can score well by considering two or three issues in
depth and reaching a supported judgement. However, it is important to ensure that the issues selected
allow a justifiable judgement to be reached.
Question 3 on Aethelred’s reign was more popular than Question 2. Candidates who achieved marks in
the higher levels were able to provide detailed factual knowledge relating to a range of relevant factors
together with links to the question, usually in the form of analysis. At the highest level, candidates were
able to demonstrate consideration of the relative importance of each factor. Answers in the lower levels
tended to describe factors using less detailed knowledge.

Question 2*

Not as popular as Question 3; most candidates successfully argued that Edgar’s reforms in government
and administration were successful, though discussion of the monastic reform, which frequently
appeared, was not always effectively linked to the question. Candidates commonly portrayed Edgar as a
great, reforming king, whose innovative practices were responsible for the subsequent vibrancy of AngloSaxon England and its economy. Coinage, for example, and the centralised control exercised by Edgar
over it, not only assisted the economic development of the country; it also acted as a powerful medium
through which royal authority might be projected throughout England (and beyond). Although evidence of
them is fragmentary, candidates were aware of the importance of the law codes issued in Edgar’s name,
which went some way to ensuring the stability of society. The involvement of ealdormen, local thegns,
bishops and abbots in governance was also often cited in support of this argument; it was in relation to
this point that some candidates were able to link contextual knowledge surrounding the monastic reform
to the question, albeit in a strained way. Edgar’s introduction of shipsokes or triple hundreds, which
might have been seen as evidence of the king losing hold of the localities, was commonly interpreted
positively, in terms of its impact on the military organisation of the kingdom. Candidates who performed
well were able to analyse a range of factors in light of question, reaching clear interim judgements
throughout the answer, and providing an informed final judgement in the conclusion. In some of these
answers, candidates were able to assess the relative success of each measure. Answers in the lower
levels tended to be descriptive.
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Exemplar 2

This exemplar illustrates the importance attached to Edgar’s reform of coinage. As can be seen, the
candidate refers to the broader significance of coinage as a medium through which royal authority might
be presented. This factor, whilst relevant, is explained, with little explicit reference to the question.
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Question 3*

A popular question; many candidates were able to identify and discuss a range of reasons for the
instability of Aethelred’s reign. In most answers, it was assumed that the reign was unstable; in some,
candidates attempted to argue – less convincingly – that the longevity of the reign indicated that it was
far more stable than is commonly thought. Answers in the highest levels addressed a number of factors:
the more determined and better-prepared Viking attacks facing England during the reign; Aethelred’s
lack of leadership, most clearly highlighted in his nickname, but also evident in his reckless decisionmaking, such as the St Brice’s Day massacre; the inability of the king to control his ealdormen; the
treachery of his supporters, notably Eadric Streona; the futile attempts to buy off the invaders which only
served to encourage further attacks; and military defeats at key moments, such as the Battle of Maldon.
Some candidates were able to point to the involvement of Normandy, where Viking fleets found shelter
between raids. It was not uncommon for candidates to begin by suggesting that the circumstances
surrounding Aethelred’s accession to the throne – which included charges of complicity in the murder of
his brother, Edward – acted as a marker for what was to come. In some cases, this point was broadened
out, less successfully, through discussion of the factions supporting each brother. Where this did occur,
answers tended to be less focused on the question. Candidates who performed well were able to
analyse a range of factors, link each one to the question, and provide an informed final judgement in the
conclusion; in some cases, at the highest level, candidates were able to assess the relative importance
of each factor in contributing to the instability. Answers in the lower levels described some of these
factors, on occasion with explanation, but didn’t effectively analyse the points in relation to the question.

Exemplar 3
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In this extract, the candidate discusses the heightened Viking threat during Aethelred’s reign. It includes
analysis and there is a clear attempt at assessing the relative significance of this factor next to others
under discussion.
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